The Giza Template
Based on 16 years of research back engineering the design of the Pyramids and Sphinx
at Giza, Edward Nightingale has rediscovered precisely how the architects of

Giza used geometry and mathematics to encode a stunning amount of knowledge
within the architectural design of the Giza Pyramids and The Great Sphinx.

Creating a template with 7 numbers then applying them to an 8x8 square, unlock

these ancient secrets. Given to us by Plato cited as the “Lambda” sequence, the
complete measuring and calendar system is simply, yet precisely encoded.

Plato’s Lambda Sequence

”Lambda”is the 11th Letter of Greek alphabet.

“Giza is a Repository of Knowledge”



Each of the Pyramids and the Sphinx at Giza were designed with precise numbers

found within the Template then constructed in stone architecture as a repository of
ancient secret knowledge left at Giza for humanity to rediscover.

“Template”
The definition is 1. master, 2. pattern.
The origin of the word “template” is the word temple.
Simple patterns using divisions of a circle and square
create a “Template” that when over laid on a grid of
numbers within a square using Plato’s Lambda sequence
the complete system of measure is encoded. Using
geometry to point to the step or position in the grid
coordinate yield specific numbers. The designers of Giza
encoded all the information for a builder to precisely
reconstruct the Giza Complex using this “Template.”

The circle and square, geometry and mathematics
when combined create an “Architectural Rosetta
Stone”.

The Giza Template
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 The Great Sphiinx , and it’s causeway create a 25,920 year Zodiacal clock.

“The Great Year”
The 25,920 years of the cycle of the Zodiac or the
“Great Year” cited by Plato is beautifully encoded
within the positions of Great Sphinx, its causeway
and temples, their positions relating to the spiral.
Aligning the Great Sphinx to the constellation
of Leo, the lion unlocks the secrets of the Cycle
of the Ages as described by many different
cultures in the ancient past. What do these
geometric alignments with the Template tell
us about this cycle? How could they have
known of cycles of such duration?
The specific patterns allow us to see who has
been using the Giza Template to design their
symbols, art and architecture over thousands
of years.

The Calendar

 Satellite Imaging precisely matches the Giza Template.

“Accurate Satellite Images”
The simple template created from Plato’s
“Lambda” sequence allows the Pyramids
and Great Sphinx to be positioned within
the template precisely agreeing with
accurate satellite imaging. Experts in the
field of aerial surveying and satellite
imaging attest to the accuracy of the image
yet it does not match survey data available
to the public. The question is why alter
survey data of the Giza Complex? The
answer is to hide the precise measurements
that would reveal the knowledge encoded
by the original architects. The Giza
Template is a geometric, mathematical
model, and precisely agrees with accurate
satellite images. Who else was aware of this
knowledge?
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 The Cross of The Knights Templar is created using geometry to encode precise numbers
that are used to state the base length of the Great Pyramid of Giza.

“Knights of The Temple”

The Templar Cross


Known as the Knights Templar, rumored to be
in possession of the Holy Grail after an 11 year
encampment and 9 year excavation under The
Temple Mount in Jerusalem. Did these 11 Knights
discover the knowledge that was taken out of Egypt
by Moses? Is this the Template used to construct
King Solomon’s Temple? Encoded and hidden within
the construction, the evidence is undeniable. The
Knights Templar found what is encoded at Giza.
After leaving Jerusalem the Knights amassed
wealth, land and power surpassing the Church of
Rome, until The King of France attempted to
destroy the order of the knights in 1307. It is clear
by the enduring trail of evidence, the use of this
specific template and it’s knowledge, lives on today.
The origin of the word “grail”, (gral) is- “position
or step”. Is the word “grail” referring to the
position within the Template? To read the Template
you need to find the “grail”! (step or position).

The decoding of Giza is key to unlocking many other mysteries that have been
suppressed and hidden for thousands of years.

The Shepherds of Arcadia
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 The Template has been used by The Masters to encode information
within their paintings.

“The Masters Template”
Masters such as Nicolas Poussin encoded precise data in his painting The Shepherds of
Arcadia and is associated with The Knights Templar.
Leonardo Da Vinci and Michelangelo have also hidden these secrets in plain sight. Their
use of the precise Template discovered at Giza is apparent in great works such as
Leonardo’s Mona Lisa and Michelangelo’s Creation among many others. The positioning of
the Shepherds, the smile of the Mona Lisa, God and Adam all point to precise geometric coordinates that are directly related to the “Great Year” cycle in the calendar and geometry
discovered at Giza.
The Template that was used by the Masters encodes high science, measure and
knowledge of the 25,920 year Zodiacal cycle and is precisely what is found at Giza. Is this
the Da Vinci Code, the Michelangelo Code, the Poussin Code, or The Giza Template?
Where to look next? We follow the Giza Templates long trail of evidence in architecture,
art, literature, symbolism, seals and flags. The sheer amount of data yet to be examined
boggles the mind.

Mona Lisa
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The Creation of America

 The Giza Template is encoded in the Freemasonic creation of America as seen in
the Capitol Dome painting, Apotheosis of George Washington.

“Apotheosis”

The mural painted on the Dome of the
Capitol building in Washington D C.
is undeniably created using The Giza
Template. The painting is depicting
George Washington being raised to the
stature of a God. The question is why
and what do they know that we don’t
know? The implications of answers to
these questions are revolutionary.
Is the foundation of the United States
of America based on the knowledge
encoded in The Giza Template? It is
self-evident in it’s most recognizable
symbols!



Washington District of Columbia

“ Washington D. C.”
A 10 mile by 10 mile square area of land
acquired from the states, of “MARYland” and
VIRGINia” dedicated to the Goddess Columbia
aligned to the stars is a city filled with
architectural symbolism and intrigue. What is
revealed when the Giza Template is over laid on
this square of land and it’s architecture? What
positions within the Template are the main
buildings and monuments located? The results
would be precise and predictable if the Giza
Template was used. The results are as
predicted. The architects of Washington D.C.
were and still are using this ancient template
inscribed at Giza to hide in plain sight this
ancient knowledge.
As Plato once stated, there are three types of
people, “the ones who see, the ones who see
when shown, and the ones who do not see”.
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There is a clear chain of evidence that the Template has been used by secret

societies and organizations and individuals since the days of the first construction at
Giza. So how is it that a so-called primitive culture could possess such advanced knowledge
that is contained within the template, the measure of Earth, the Heavens and the speed of
light? Two possibilities are, they were not primitive or they were given the
knowledge. What do the ancient Egyptians have to say about that?


The rediscovery of the Template at Giza opens many new avenues of research.

It is also key to answering a significant number of mysteries in many different areas
of study.


The areas of study that are affected by this new research are as numerable as

the new questions to be asked. The many facets of this new perspective offer a deep well of
material to draw from assuring new episodes as more research is amassed. Preliminary work

on many sites and subjects of study by this author have all proven to be encoding the same
information found at Giza expressed in their own unique design using the same astronomy,

mathematics and geometry. Our perception of history indeed can change with every new turn
of the spade, as well as the compass.

Just imagine.
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